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International Community Schools
Extended Essay Guide

The document outlines the fundamental guidelines and
requirements for the extended essay. It provides a general
overview of the assessment criteria and essential strategies for
interdisciplinary integration in the extended essay.
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The International Baccalaureate Mission Statement

The International Baccalaureate aims to develop inquiring, knowledgeable and caring young people who help
to create a better and more peaceful world through intercultural understanding and respect. To this end the
organization works with schools, governments and international organizations to develop challenging programs
of international education and rigorous assessment. These programs encourage students across the world to
become active, compassionate and lifelong learners who understand that other people, with their differences,
can also be right.

International Community Schools’ Mission Statement

ICS provides a safe, friendly learning environment where lifelong learners follow an international curriculum
which promotes academic excellence and nurtures key values and competences in our global minded, future
leaders.

IB Learner Profile

Inquirers: We nurture our curiosity, developing skills for inquiry and research. We know how to learn
independently and with others. We learn with enthusiasm and sustain our love of learning throughout life.

Knowledgeable: We develop and use conceptual understanding, exploring knowledge across a range of
disciplines. We engage with issues and ideas that have local and global significance.

Thinkers: We use critical and creative thinking skills to analyse, and take responsible action on complex
problems. We exercise initiative in making reasoned, ethical decisions.

Communicators: We express ourselves confidently and creatively in more than one language and in many
ways. We collaborate effectively, listening carefully to the perspectives of other individuals and groups.

Principled: We act with integrity and honesty, with a strong sense of fairness and justice, and with respect for
the dignity and rights of people everywhere. We take responsibility for our actions and their consequences.

Open-minded: We critically appreciate our own cultures and personal histories, as well as the values and
traditions of others. We seek and evaluate a range of points of view, and we are willing to grow from the
experience.

Caring: We show empathy, compassion and respect. We have a commitment to service, and we act to make a
positive difference in the lives of others and in the world around us.

Risk-takers/Courageous: We approach uncertainty with forethought and determination; we work independently
and cooperatively to explore new ideas and innovative strategies. We are resourceful and resilient in the face
of challenges and change.

Balanced: We understand the importance of balancing different aspects of our lives—intellectual, physical,
(spiritual) and emotional— to achieve well-being for ourselves and others. We recognize our interdependence
with other people and with the world in which we live.

Reflective: We thoughtfully consider the world and our own ideas and experience. We work to understand our
strengths and weaknesses in order to support our learning and personal development.
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Introduction

The Extended Essay (known as the “EE”) is a core component of the International Baccalaureate Diploma
Program, and is mandatory for all students. It is a piece of personal research of about 4000 words supervised
by an IB teacher in accordance with the guidelines published by the IBO. It must be in one of the DP subjects
and must meet the assessment criteria and follow subject-specific details. The extended essay can also be
undertaken in world studies, where students carry out an in-depth interdisciplinary study of an issue of
contemporary global significance, across two IB diploma disciplines.

The aim of the EE is to provide students with the opportunity to research a topic of their interest, and
showcase their knowledge and skills beyond the classroom syllabus. The essay also promotes many of the
attributes embedded in the IB learner profile such as research and communication skills, intellectual discovery
and risk-taking, creativity, in-depth knowledge, extensive reflection, and open-mindedness.

The Pre-EE Phase

The IBDP coordinator is responsible for introducing students to the EE during their first year in the program.
Before embarking on the research task, students should be familiar with:

o The nature and aims of the extended essay
o The requirements, evaluation rubric, the ethics agreement, the school’s education and writing policies
o How the extended essay is implemented in the school
o The involved parties and their respective responsibilities
o The extended essay’s place in the core and Diploma Program
o What is expected from the task.

The timeline and checkpoints are shared with students in term three of the first year of the diploma.

Writing Phase

Each student is supported throughout the process with advice and guidance from their supervising teacher and
the IB DP Coordinator. Students are required to meet with their subject supervisor for a minimum of three
times throughout the process. During these formal reflection sessions, the supervisor and student will create a
work plan, discuss possible research questions and methodology, strategies for developing ideas, challenges
encountered, and advice needed. After each of these sessions, students are required to complete a reflection
form which will be turned in along with their final paper.

There are general guidelines or tips for the writing process:

o breaking down the writing process into organized, specific, and realistic chunks
o selecting a topic that is neither too narrow nor too broad
o formulating a research question that invites an ample scope for research
o incorporating as many credible sources as possible in primary and secondary studies
o leveraging the supervisor’s expertise at various stages
o referring to the assessment criteria at different stages
o incorporating the required format and citation style
o maintaining an academic presentation of ideas
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For a full description of the writing the extended essay, read Extended-Essay-Master-Guide.pdf.

Essay Organization and Structure

The Extended Essay is limited to 4,000 words and should include a title, a table of contents, an abstract, an
introduction, a development methodology, a conclusion, a bibliography, and any necessary appendices.

There are general recommendations for structuring the extended essay that must incorporate the basic
elements of a regular academic research paper:

1. Introduction (not more than 400 words)
2. Methods (not more than 400 words)
3. Body of the paper (not more than 2800 words)
4. Conclusion or summary (not more than 400 words)

Assessment

The extended essay is externally examined. Marks are awarded against a set of published criteria, both general
and subject-specific (see the overall grade boundaries below). The final extended essay grade and the final
TOK grade are entered into the Diploma Points Matrix to award a possible maximum of 3 extra points to be
added to a student’s Diploma score.

Assessment Objectives of the EE

1. Knowledge and understanding

o To demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the topic chosen and the research question
posed.

o To demonstrate knowledge and understanding of subject-specific terminology and/or concepts.
o To demonstrate knowledge and understanding of relevant and/or appropriate research sources

and/or methods used to gather information.

2. Application and analysis

o To select and apply research that is relevant and appropriate to the research question.
o To analyze the research effectively and focus on the research question.

3. Synthesis and evaluation

o To be able to discuss the research in terms of a clear and coherent reasoned argument in relation
to the research question.

o To be able to critically evaluate the arguments presented in the essay.
o To be able to reflect on and evaluate the research process.

4. A variety of (research) skills

o To be able to present information in an appropriate academic format.
o To understand and demonstrate academic integrity.
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Assessment Criteria

The extended essay is assessed on six (6) criteria: Focus and Method; Knowledge and Understanding; Critical
Thinking; Presentation; and Engagement.

Criterion A Focus and Method (6 points maximum): This criterion focuses on the topic, the research
question and the methodology. It assesses the explanation of the focus of the research (this includes the topic
and the research question), how the research will be undertaken, and how the focus is maintained throughout
the essay.

Criterion B Knowledge and Understanding (6 points maximum): This criterion assesses the extent to
which the research relates to the subject area/discipline used to explore the research question, or in the case
of the world studies extended essay, the issue addressed and the two disciplinary perspectives applied, and
additionally the way in which this knowledge and understanding is demonstrated through the use of
appropriate terminology and concepts.

Criterion C Critical Thinking (12 points maximum): This criterion assesses the extent to which
critical-thinking skills have been used to analyse and evaluate the research undertaken.

Criterion D Presentation (4 points maximum): This criterion assesses the extent to which the
presentation follows the standard format expected for academic writing and the extent to which this aids
effective communication.

Criterion E Engagement (6 points maximum): This criterion assesses the student’s engagement with
their research focus and the research process. It will be applied by the examiner at the end of the assessment
of the essay, after considering the student’s Reflections on planning and progress form.

Overall Grade Boundaries
Grade E D C B A

Mark range 0-6 7-13 14-20 21-26 27-34

Descriptors Elementary Mediocre Satisfactory Good Excellent
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Assessment Grade Descriptors

The extended essay will be marked based on the following qualitative grade descriptors:

A B C D E (Failing)
Demonstrates effective
research skills resulting in
a well-focused and
appropriate research
question that can be
explored within the scope
of the chosen topic;
effective engagement with
relevant research areas,
methods and sources;
excellent knowledge and
understanding of the topic
in the wider context of the
relevant discipline; the
effective application of
source material and
correct use of
subject-specific
terminology and/or
concepts further
supporting this; consistent
and relevant conclusions
that are proficiently
analysed; sustained
reasoned argumentation
supported effectively by
evidence; critically
evaluated research;
excellent presentation of
the essay, whereby
coherence and
consistency further
supports the reading of
the essay; and present
and correctly applied
structural and layout
elements. Engagement
with the process is
conceptual and personal,
key decision-making
during the research
process is documented,
and personal reflections
are evidenced, including

Demonstrates appropriate
research skills resulting in
a research question that
can be explored within the
scope of the chosen topic;
reasonably effective
engagement with relevant
research areas, methods
and sources; good
knowledge and
understanding of the topic
in the wider context of the
relevant discipline; a
reasonably effective
application of source
material and use of
subject-specific
terminology and/or
concepts; consistent
conclusions that are
accurately analysed;
reasoned argumentation
often supported by
evidence; research that at
times evidences critical
evaluation; and a clear
presentation of all
structural and layout
elements, which further
supports the reading of
the essay. Engagement
with the process is
generally evidenced by
the reflections and key
decision-making during
the research process is
documented.

Demonstrates evidence of
research undertaken,
which has led to a
research question that is
not necessarily expressed
in a way that can be
explored within the scope
of the chosen topic;
partially effective
engagement with mostly
appropriate research
areas, methods and
sources—however, there
are some discrepancies in
those processes, although
these do not interfere
with the planning and
approach; some
knowledge and
understanding of the topic
in the wider context of the
discipline, which is mostly
relevant; the attempted
application of source
material and appropriate
terminology and/or
concepts; an attempted
synthesis of research
results with partially
relevant analysis;
conclusions partly
supported by the
evidence; discussion that
is descriptive rather than
analytical; attempted
evaluation; satisfactory
presentation of the essay,
with weaknesses that do
not hinder the reading of
the essay; and some
structural and layout
elements that are missing
or are incorrectly applied.
Engagement with the
process is evidenced but

Demonstrates a lack of
research, resulting in
unsatisfactory focus and a
research question that is
not answerable within the
scope of the chosen topic;
at times engagement with
appropriate research,
methods and sources, but
discrepancies in those
processes that
occasionally interfere with
the planning and
approach; some relevant
knowledge and
understanding of the topic
in the wider context of the
discipline, which are at
times irrelevant; the
attempted application of
source material, but with
inaccuracies in the use of,
or underuse of,
terminology and/or
concepts; irrelevant
analysis and inconsistent
conclusions as a result of
a descriptive discussion; a
lack of evaluation;
presentation of the essay
that at times is illogical
and hinders the reading;
and structural and layout
elements that are missing.
Engagement with the
process is evidenced but
is superficial, with
personal reflections that
are solely narrative and
concerned with procedural
elements.

Demonstrates an unclear
nature of the essay; a
generally unsystematic
approach and resulting
unfocused research
question; limited
engagement with limited
research and sources;
generally limited and only
partially accurate
knowledge and
understanding of the topic
in the wider context of the
relevant discipline;
ineffective connections in
the application of source
material and inaccuracies
in the terminology and/or
concepts used; a
summarizing of results of
research with inconsistent
analysis; an attempted
outline of an argument,
but one that is generally
descriptive in nature; and
a layout that generally
lacks or incorrectly applies
several layout and
structural elements.
Engagement with the
process is limited, with
limited factual or
decision-making
information and no
personal reflection on the
process.
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those that are
forward-thinking.

shows mostly factual
information, with personal
reflection mostly limited to
procedural issues.

The EE-TOK Matrix

The Extended Essay grade is combined with the TOK (Theory of Knowledge) grade to determine how many
points are added toward the IB Diploma.

This diagram shows how the two scores are combined to determine how many points a student receives for
the IB diploma (3 being the most, 0 being the least). In order to get the IB Diploma, a student has to earn 24
points across both categories (TOK and EE). The highest score a student can earn is 45 points.

Theory of Knowledge
Excellent

A
Good

B
Satisfactory

C
Mediocre

D
Elementary

E
Not

Submitted
Ext
end
ed
Ess
ay

Ext
end
ed
Ess
ay

Excellent A
3 3 2 2

1 + Failing
Condition* N

Good B
3 2 1 1

Failing
Condition* N

Satisfactory C
2 1 1 0

Failing
Condition* N

Mediocre D
2 1 0 0

Failing
Condition* N

Elementary E 1 + Failing
Condition*

Failing
Condition*

Failing
Condition*

Failing
Condition*

Failing
Condition* N

Not Submitted
N N N N N N

Overview of Subject-Specific Extended Essay

There are general requirements for the extended essay that must fall into one of the six approved DP
categories, or IB subject groups, which are as follows:

o Group 1: Studies in Language and Literature
o Group 2: Language Acquisition
o Group 3: Individuals and Societies
o Group 4: Sciences
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o Group 5: Mathematics
o Group 6: The Arts

Before students decide on a topic for their extended essay, they must first familiarize themselves with the
processes and guidelines for choosing a subject area and topic, writing their research question and selecting
the research method(s) they will use to explore and answer it.

For a full description of the requirements for the subject-specific extended essay, read Diploma Programme
Extended Essay Subject Specific Guidance.

Overview of World Studies Extended Essay

An EE in world studies gives students an opportunity to undertake an interdisciplinary study of an issue of
contemporary global significance. Interdisciplinary in this context means research that draws on the methods,
concepts and theories of two IB Diploma Programme subjects.

Students are required to

o identify an issue of global importance
o identify a local manifestation of the issue of global importance
o develop a clear rationale for taking an interdisciplinary approach and use the conceptual framework and

vocabulary of two Diploma Programme subjects.

This provides an opportunity for students to conduct independent interdisciplinary research (not necessarily
primary research) that draws on Diploma Programme subjects and integrates them to produce a coherent and
insightful analysis of the global issue they choose to investigate.

World studies EEs are registered in one of six areas of study: these are not the same as the Diploma
Programme subjects. They are:

o conflict, peace and security
o culture, language and identity
o environmental and/or economic sustainability
o equality and inequality
o health and development
o science, technology and society.

The interdisciplinary essay is designed to provide students with the opportunity to:

o engage in, and pursue, a systematic process of research appropriate to the topic—a process that is
informed by knowledge, concepts, theories, perspectives and methods from two chosen subjects

o develop research and communication skills—including the ability to communicate with readers who
have a background in more than one subject or discipline
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o develop the skills of creative and critical thinking—particularly those skills involved in integrating
concepts, theories, perspectives, findings or examples from different subjects to develop new insights
or understandings

o experience the excitement of intellectual discovery—including insights into how different subjects
complement or challenge one another when used to address the same topic or issue.

Furthermore, in line with the IB’s mission, the world studies EE seeks to advance students’ emerging global
consciousness. This comprises:

o a sensitivity to local phenomena as manifestations of broader developments on the planet
o the capacity to think in flexible and informed ways in understanding issues of global significance
o a developing perception of the student’s own identity (self) as a global actor and member of humanity,

capable of making a positive contribution to the world.

Guidelines for Choosing a Topic

Many topics are potentially suitable for a world studies EE. The chosen topic must:

o address an issue of global significance
o invite an interdisciplinary approach
o reveal connections between specific or local places, people, phenomena or experiences and the larger

global framework in which they take place
o invite a critical examination of the issue in light of relevant theories, methods and arguments in two

subjects
o encourage analysis and evaluation rather than description, unsupported generalizations and value

judgments
o not be too broad in scope to permit an in-depth study within the word limit and to avoid superficiality
o encourage the use of a variety of sources
o invite display of knowledge and understanding of relevant theories, research methods or findings in the

selected Diploma Programme subjects.

Researcher’s Reflection Space

The researcher’s reflection space (RRS) is strongly recommended as part of the world studies EE process. It
provides a space for candid reflection on the issue being studied and how it relates to a student’s own world
view, values and aspirations as global citizens.

The RRS gives students an opportunity to reflect on their work and its progress and reversals in personally
meaningful ways. It can take the form of a notebook or a blog.

It is created by students to:

o record notes on their readings
o gather topic-related media clips
o paste selected and marked readings
o reflect upon interviews, data and emerging findings.
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Most importantly, it is a space where students can reflect candidly upon their own views and lifestyles,
feelings, values, aspirations and commitments as global citizens in relation to the topic under study.

The world studies EE offers an opportunity for students to develop their global consciousness. The RRS is the
place where particular moments of such development are documented, enabling students to reflect upon and
deepen their personal connections to the problems under study and gain an insight into whether, or how,
learning about contemporary world issues informs their values, beliefs or commitments in this key phase of
their lives. The best examples of RRS exhibit students’ ongoing realization and reflection upon who they are as
local, regional and global actors.

Interdisciplinary Integration

There are many aspects of a discipline that can communicate knowledge and information effectively in an
interdisciplinary research paper:

o theories, conceptual frameworks, concepts or findings (for example from biology, history, mathematics
or economics)

o distinct disciplinary methods, research instruments or approaches to inquiry
o characteristic communicative styles, languages or symbol systems.

While writing the extended essay, students can utilize different forms of integration with two IB DP subjects in
their transdisciplinary approach.

1. Complex Explanation: This form requires students to draw on expertise stemming from more than
one subject discipline. An extensive, thorough account of a complex event or phenomenon requires
interdisciplinary explanations.

2. Contextualization: This form focuses on placing of a particular concept or issue arising in one
discipline in a larger historical, cultural or philosophical framework. Viewing the concept, issue, or
phenomenon in a different framework sheds new meaning on it.

3. Transdisciplinary Exploration: This form focuses on interdisciplinary concepts through the
application of concepts or skills typically found in two or more disciplines across subjects. By comparing
and contrasting the use of these and similar concepts/tools across disciplines, students can understand
the subtle differences between them. Some disciplinary tools, such as statistical modeling or systems
thinking, are easily and usefully applied across domains. Students can demonstrate integrative
understanding based on transdisciplinary concepts when:

o they come to understand phenomena studied through the lens of multiple disciplines under a
common conceptual frame (for example, systems theory), or
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o they reach a better understanding of particular transdisciplinary concepts ("evidence-based
reasoning", "careful observation") through comparing and contrasting their use in multiple
disciplines.

4. Artistic synthesis: This form focuses on examining an aesthetic interpretation of a non-artistic topic,
issue, or phenomenon. It requires students to:

o translate their knowledge of the topic into expressive symbolism
o consider multiple possible interpretations
o evaluate whether such interpretations afford new insights into the topic under study.

In their interdisciplinary approach, students must be able to:

o bring together concepts, methods, or forms of communication from two or more disciplines
o connect disciplines to solve real world problems, or address complex issues in new, authentic ways
o demonstrate profound understanding and knowledge of incorporated disciplines
o identify how concepts, methods, tools and genres of the disciplines combine productively
o explore and exhibit the insights gained through the combination of perspectives in different disciplines
o examine how the different disciplines relate to one another and to the selected research area.

Authenticity in the Extended Essay

A significant and mandatory requirement that students must adhere to in their extended essay is authenticity.
In their extended essay, students must:

o include unique thoughts, elaborations, and perspectives
o integrate genuine interdisciplinary notions and artefacts
o articulate original insights and reflections

Students must be familiar with the accurate and required guidelines for academic research in terms of
academic honesty, citing and referencing, and other parameters set out by the IB Organization for the
acceptable standards in academic research papers. Students must read and comply with the following
guidelines in their research paper:

For academic honesty, read Academic_Honesty_2018_EE_Guide.pdf.

For citing and referencing, read Effective_Citing_and_Referencing.pdf.

For guidelines in fieldwork, read Ethical_Guidelines_for_Extended_Essays_Research_and_Fieldwork.pdf.

For inclusion of animals in the research, read Guidelines_for_the_Use_of_Animals_in_IB_World_Schools.pdf.

Research for the Extended Essay

Researching academic and useful materials for the extended essay is an essential component in the writing
process. The choice of sources mainly depends on the selected subject area under investigation. It is strongly
recommended to include primary and secondary sources in the extended essay.

Students can utilize a wide variety of sources that can come in different forms and can be found in different
locations:
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o the school library where an ample amount of books in different disciplines is available
o public libraries in Abu Dhabi: Khalifa Park Library, Al Bahia Park Library, Al Marfa Library, Mazyad Mall

Library, Zayed Central Library, and Al Wathba Library where thousands of reading materials and
research-oriented books on various subjects are available

o online textbooks, journal articles, essays, reviews, research papers, magazines, documentaries, and
newspapers articles

o interviews, surveys, and experiments
o synopses and descriptions of artistic works
o audio materials such as films, TV programs, digital recordings and videos
o visual materials such as photographs, graphic arts, maps, and prints.
o Follett IB Store http://www.follettibstore.com/
o IB DP at MHS https://sites.google.com/a/aguafria.org/ib/extended-essay/extended-essay-exemplars
o PrepScholar

https://blog.prepscholar.com/complete-guide-to-ib-extended-essay-tips-grading-guideline-and-sample-
essays

o EduBirdie https://edubirdie.com/blog/extended-essay-topics
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